Monolayers of MoS 2 as an oxidation protective nanocoating material I. INTRODUCTION
Depending on the requirements on the functionality of an application, such as, reduction of friction forces (lubrication), passivation of chemical reactivity, and/or protection from corrosion/wear, surface coating has always been an active research area in different fields. At macroscale, a surface can be covered by different materials including paints, 1 polymers, 2 organic layers, [3] [4] [5] metals, and alloys. 6 Conventional coating materials modify the structural and physical properties of the underlying structure which can result in undesired alterations. These effects are more drastic in reduced dimensions, especially in nanoscale systems. Therefore, it is essential to find a suitable material that protects the surface without losing the desired properties. With this motivation, theoretical and experimental research on novel coating materials of a few atomic layer thickness have emerged. Being an ultra-thin, strong and light material, graphene 7 has been viewed as an ideal nanocoating material. Various metal surfaces including Ni, 8, 9 Ru(0001), 10 Cu/Ni alloy, 11 Cu, 12, 13 Ir(111), and Pt(111) 14 have been coated by graphene and a reduction in the oxidation of the surface was reported. It was theoretically shown that even graphene itself strongly interacts with oxygen atoms, it poses a high energy barrier for the penetration of oxygen and thus can protect the surface underneath against oxidation as long as the graphene coating is defect free. 15 Recent advances made growth and exfoliation of single layers of lamellar materials beyond graphene also possible. Among these novel materials, two-dimensional MoS 2 16 which belongs to the family of transition metal dichalcogenides (TMD), has been of special interest for nanocoating since its bulk form is a well-known coating material at macro scale. [17] [18] [19] MoS 2 crystals are composed of vertically stacked layers with an interlayer distance of 6.5 Å (JCPDS 77-1716) interacting via Van der Waals (vdW) forces, similar to graphite. 20 The unit cell of MoS 2 consists of a Mo-layer sandwiched between two S-layers. Each of these sub-layers has a hexagonal structure in plane and S atoms are chemically bonded with the Mo atoms in a trigonal prismatic fashion. Weak interatomic interactions between its layered structures allow easy and low-strength shearing. MoS 2 can be used as solid lubricant when load carrying capacity, operating temperature, and friction are crucial parameters and liquid lubricants are impractical. [17] [18] [19] It is also shown that thin films of fullerene-like MoS 2 nanoparticles have an ultralow friction coefficient in ambient conditions, which makes them an ideal material for tribological applications. 17 In the ultimate limit of a single layer, MoS 2 posses different optical, mechanical, and electrical properties than its bulk phase. Bulk MoS 2 , for instance, is a semiconductor with an indirect band gap of 1.3 eV, whereas monolayer MoS 2 is a direct band gap semiconductor with a band gap of 1.8 eV. [21] [22] [23] New emerging properties allow single or a few-layered MoS 2 to be used in different fields such as photocatalyst, 24, 25 a field effect transistor, 26, 27 and photosensitive thin film for solar applications. 28, 29 Although oxygen adsorption on MoS 2 monolayers 30, 31 and effects of oxygen on device applications have been examined, 27 the possibility of using MoS 2 monolayers as a protective coating material against oxidation for reactive surfaces has not been considered yet.
In this work, we study the interaction of oxygen (adsorption and diffusion) with a MoS 2 monolayer for potential usage in nanocoating applications. First, we examine the adsorption of oxygen atom/molecule on MoS 2 . Next, we determine the minimum energy path and the reaction barrier for lateral and vertical diffusion of oxygen through ideal and suspended MoS 2 . In addition, the possible effect of the underlaying surface is taken into account by fixing the bottom S-layer. We repeat the analysis for defective MoS 2 containing various types of vacancies. Finally, the study is extended to similar structures made of monolayer WS 2 .
II. METHODOLOGY
In this study, we performed first-principles, spin-polarized calculations within density functional theory 32 the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP). 34, 35 Exchange-correlation energy was expressed by the generalized gradient approximation 36 including vdW correction and the projector augmented wave (PAW) potential 37 is used with kinetic energy cutoff of 500 eV. In order to minimize the interaction of adsorbed atoms/molecules with their replica in the neighboring cells, the calculations were carried out in a 4 Â 4 supercell with 15 Å vacuum spacing in the vertical direction. In the self-consistent potential and total energy calculations, the Brillouin zone of the supercell was sampled in the k-space using 5 Â 5 Â 1 mesh points. 38 All structures were relaxed using the Kosugi algorithm 39 with simultaneous minimization of the total energy and the interatomic forces. The convergence for the total energy was set to 10 -5 eV, and the maximum residual force allowed on each atom was fixed at 10 À2 eV/Å . The energetics of oxygen vertical diffusion were calculated by forcing it to penetrate through the MoS 2 layer. The minimum energy path was determined by 0.2 Å vertical displacement of O/O 2 . At each step, the lateral coordinates of oxygen were relaxed while the perpendicular coordinate was kept fixed. MoS 2 is considered to be free-standing where all atoms were fully relaxed except specific Mo atoms which were kept fixed to prevent the displacement of the suspended layer. When necessary, the energy barrier of the reaction paths was calculated by using the nudged-elastic band approach. 40 
III. OXYGEN ADSORPTION ON MoS 2 MONOLAYER
In order to understand the interaction of oxygen with MoS 2 , we start with the adsorption of a single oxygen atom on the MoS 2 surface. We consider a 4 Â 4 supercell to avoid artificial O-O interaction and consider three possible adsorption sites, namely hollow (H), bridge (B), and top (T) as shown in Fig. 1(a) . Our results indicate that independent of the initial configuration the O atom always prefers the top site and binds to a sulfur atom (S t ) on top (Figs. 1(a) and 1(c)). The bond length (d S-O ) is calculated as 1.48 Å indicating a strong interaction between O and S atoms. The ground state of the system is non-magnetic with zero total magnetic moment. The adsorption energy (E b ) of O atom (and also O 2 molecule) on MoS 2 is given by 
indicates that adsorption locally affects the electron distribution ( Fig.  2(a) ). The O atom takes only the charge from S t but all the other atoms are not significantly affected. We quantify the charge exchange by using a Bader analysis. 41 When ideal MoS 2 is analyzed, the net charge on Mo and S atoms is þ1.05 e and À0.53 e, respectively. As a consequence of the adsorption, S t donates electrons to O and becomes positively charged. The net charge on O and S t becomes À1.15 e and þ0.60 e, respectively. The charge exchange is of the same order as the electronegativities (v) of the considered atoms where v O > v S > v Mo . The net charge on all the other atoms remains the same confirming the localized affect obtained by the difference charge density analysis. Accordingly, additional O atom(s) can bind to a neighboring S atom(s) in a similar manner. For instance, we try out a second O atom that binds to the S atom adjacent to S t on top with a slightly lower E b ¼ 3.52 eV. Our calculations also indicate that the substitution of S with O atoms is an endothermic process and requires high energy. The reaction barrier is calculated as 4.5 eV for replacing single S with O atom. 42 Next, we study the lateral diffusion of the O atom on the MoS 2 surface. The minimum energy path and corresponding energy variation is shown in Fig. 1 . Our analysis reveals that In contrast to single O adsorption, the interaction of an O 2 molecule with MoS 2 is weak and it can only be physisorbed. Similar to the O atom case, we try various adsorption cites but we find that O 2 does not chemically bind and stays at a physisorption distance of $3.40 Å as shown in Fig. 1(c) . Using Eq. (1), E b is calculated as 0.07 eV when vdW corrections are included. The net magnetic moment of the system is 2 l B indicating that O 2 is still in the triplet state. Even if the initial position of O 2 is chosen to be very close to MoS 2 with elongated O-O bond, the molecule O 2 would rather move away from the surface than bind to it. Accordingly, ideal MoS 2 does not dissociate O 2 under normal conditions and dissociation requires a high external energy.
As a final step, we consider the interaction of another O atom with the adsorbate. Interestingly, when the incoming O atom approaches the adsorbed one on top, the O-S t bond is broken at a distance of 1.63 Å and then O 2 is formed. Afterwards, the O 2 molecule moves away from the surface as expected. However, when the incoming O approaches from the side, it first interacts with MoS 2 and binds to a nearby S atom on top. Even if these O atoms are forced to get in close proximity, they do not form an O 2 molecule once they receive charge from S atoms. The configuration where two O atoms bind to neighboring S atom is energetically 1.1 eV more favorable than the formation of O 2 molecule.
In conclusion, our results indicate that even though MoS 2 does not interact with O 2 molecules, it can be easily oxidized by atomic oxygen. However, the lateral diffusion barrier is high for adsorbed atomic O and prevents its movement on the surface; a second O atom can break the O-S bond by forming O 2 molecule.
IV. PENETRATION OF OXYGEN THROUGH MoS 2 COATING A. Ideal MoS 2 monolayer
Clarifying the interaction of oxygen with a MoS 2 monolayer, we now address the vertical diffusion of atomic O and molecular O 2 through MoS 2 . The minimum energy path and the resulting energy barriers of oxygen for vertical diffusion can reveal the possibility of using MoS 2 as a protective layer. As we are not interested in a specific reactive surface, we mainly focus on suspended MoS 2 monolayer. In this model, MoS 2 is considered to be free-standing where only specific Mo atoms are fixed to prevent the displacement of the suspended layer and all other atoms are fully relaxed. This approach is expected to work for the cases where the surface-MoS 2 interaction is not very strong and MoS 2 has some flexibility to bend. For instance, Topsakal et al. 15 calculated the diffusion barrier of oxygen through a graphene monolayer as 5.98 and 5.93 eV with and without an underlaying Al (111) surface which indicates that the considered model yields realistic results.
We start with the penetration of atomic oxygen though suspended MoS 2 . Snapshots of the minimum energy path and corresponding energy variation are represented in Fig.  3(a) . The path starts from the adsorption site where O atom is on top of S t . The O atom is then manually pushed vertically in the z-direction with 0.2 Å increments. At each step, the lateral coordinates of O atom are relaxed but the perpendicular coordinate is kept fixed. MoS 2 is considered to be free-standing where all atoms were fully relaxed except specific Mo atoms which were pinned to prevent displacement of the suspended layer. As can be noticed from the snapshots, the vertical movement of O atom pushes the S t and S b atoms and MoS 2 is bent until O reaches the Mo-layer in the middle. The strong S-O interaction discussed in the previous section makes O penetration difficult yielding a high diffusion energy barrier (DE) which is calculated to be 13.94 eV. Notice that DE is significantly larger than the reported barrier for suspended graphene (5.98 eV). 15 When the surface-MoS 2 interaction gets strong, the sulfur atoms at the bottom layer can bind covalently with the underlaying surface and are no longer free to move. In such cases, it is reasonable to fix the bottom sulfur layer of MoS 2 while allowing other atoms to relax. Completely free and fixed bottom layer can model the two extreme cases and can set upper and lower boundaries for the oxygen diffusion barrier. When the bottom S-layer remains fixed, it prevents the MoS 2 from bending during atomic O penetration. Therefore, the only possible diffusion path of the O atom is to replace S t as shown in Fig. 3(b) and this significantly reduces DE and calculated to be 4.88 eV. On the other hand, this time minimum energy path reveals a second energy barrier which emerges mainly due to the O-S t bond breaking during diffusion and it is calculated as 4. against oxygen diffusion. We claim that this case results in a lower bound, because, although the substrate can prevent the bottom S-layer to move downwards to some extent, there will still be a bending of the MoS 2 layer. Accordingly, DE is expected to be in the range of 4.88-13.94 eV as the considered models set lower and upper limits for DE.
Next, we consider vertical diffusion of O 2 molecule keeping the same approach followed in the atomic O case. Snapshots of the minimum energy path and corresponding energy variation are represented in Fig. 4(a) . The path starts with the adsorption site obtained in the previous section and then O 2 molecule is forced to move vertically down by steps of 0.2 Å . Only the vertical coordinate of one of the O atoms is kept fixed and the other one is free to move. For the suspended MoS 2 case, when O 2 starts to approach MoS 2 monolayer, it rotates and becomes perpendicular to the surface. Throughout the diffusion path, O 2 pushes S t and S b until it expels them. DE is high and is calculated to be 11.69 eV. The total energy of the system reduces when S b is expelled and S t substitutes it and the vacant S t is filled by oxygen.
As discussed in the atomic O case, free-standing MoS 2 is an extreme case and thus S b may not be pulled of from the monolayer when there is an underlying surface (Fig. 4(b) ). To include this effect, once again we fix the bottom sulfur layer of MoS 2 while allowing other atoms to relax. In this path, once again the O 2 molecule approaches the surface in the vertical direction and pushes S t but this time S b is pinned, and the O 2 molecule dissociates and one of the O atom replaces S t while the remaining one forms a new bond with S t . This diffusion path gives rise to three energy barriers which are calculated to be 3.94, 1.98, and 3.63 as shown in Fig. 4(b) .
Our results indicate that the calculated DE is high enough to prevent the penetration of oxygen atom/molecule through ideal MoS 2 . The strong and directional bonding between O and S atoms makes the vertical diffusion very difficult. Oxygen cannot penetrate though MoS 2 without expelling or replacing the S atom(s) and these both require high energies. DE depends on the MoS 2 -surface interaction and is higher when MoS 2 is free to bend and is therefore maximum for the suspended case.
B. MoS 2 monolayer with defects
The above analysis was limited to continuous and defect-free MoS 2 . In the literature, various type of defects in MoS 2 have been reported 43, 44 However, this state is metastable and O 2 can easily dissociate once overcoming a small energy barrier and then O atoms bind to S t atoms with a high binding energy.
For each type of vacancy, we examine the vertical diffusion of atomic and molecular oxygen separately following the same methodology. The path starts from the adsorption geometry as shown in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c) then O/O 2 is pushed vertically with 0.2 Å increments while relaxing the system at each step except for the z-coordinate of oxygen. The minimum energy path and the corresponding energy barriers are illustrated in Fig. 6 . Our analysis indicates that DE significantly decreases when MoS 2 contains defects. The effect is less significant for S v where DE becomes 7.80 and 4.32 eV for O and O 2 , respectively. For the other types of vacancy, DE drastically reduces and is calculated to be even less than 0.5 eV for Mo v . To the best of our knowledge, Mo v is not a common defect type and has yet not been found experimentally. We conclude that vacant formation weakens oxidation protection of the MoS 2 coating but still blocks oxygen diffusion to some extend. Therefore, multiple layers of MoS 2 coating should be considered for efficient protection.
C. Alternative TMD structures: Monolayer of WS 2
As our results indicate that strong S-O interaction is a critical parameter to determine the oxidation resistance, we consider WS 2 , whose bulk form is used in macro scale coating, as an alternative material in the class of TMDs. Twodimensional WS 2 has also been synthesized and its novel properties has been revealed. 16 very high to prevent penetration of atomic and molecular oxygen and indicates that WS 2 , and similar systems in the same class can also be considered as protective nanocoating material.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we showed that (1) while MoS 2 weakly interacts with molecular oxygen, it can be easily oxidized by oxygen atoms, (2) continuous and defect-free MoS 2 can serve as an ideal nanocoating material which can protect the underlying surface from oxidation. The strong sulfur-oxygen interaction makes penetration of oxygen atom/molecule through the monolayer very difficult which gives rise to high energy barriers, and (3) the vertical diffusion barrier reduces when vacancies are introduced but is still high enough for most of the cases to resist against oxygen penetration. A similar trend is obtained for WS 2 which indicates that the results can be generalized for the systems in the same class. 
